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PROCEEDINGS OF 'l'IIE CITY COUNCIL.

A

BRAHAM LINCOLN, President of the U nitcd States,
died in the city of ·washington, on the 15th day of April,
1865, by the foul hand of asi::assination, Tl1c telegraph, which
had been flashing the joyful news of victory and the fall of the
rebellion, carried the tidings throughout the land. Deep sorrow filled all hearts which bad learned to respect and then love
the pure patriot who had gone.
The l\Iayor of the City of Providence called a special meeting of the City Council, on tl1e J7th of April, and delivered
the following message : -

i\rnRSAGE Oli' '1'll8 MAYOR.
MAYOR'S OFFICE,

ProYidcncc, April 17tl1, JSG:;.
GENTLBJIIBN OF THE CITY COUNCIL : -

I have con vencd you, at this time, to take such action as you
may deem expedient, in reference to the great calamity that
has just fallen upon our nation. The President of the United
States has come to his death by the hands of an assassin.
History affords no parallel to this atrocious crime.
Abraham Lincoln, called for the second term, by the free
voice of the people, to be the guide of the nation's destiny,
while unceasingly clcvoting his t<'rm of service to its welfare,
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an<l knowing no policy, save that which should l>cst secure its
pl'osperity,-cxcl'ci:,;ing the powers of government at his command, solely for the restoration of the national authority,cvcr tempering justice with much mercy,-has fallen a victim
to the power that he was seeking to overcome with love.
The events of the past week have gi,·cn rise to the feeling,
that although the dawn of peace seemed breaking nnd the <lark
clouds of war sccmc<l rolling away, yet our nation was really
in gl'catcl' tlauger than at any previous time. The liberal terms
granted, upon its :,.m•1·cu<ler, to the army under the command of
the second of arch traitors ; the indications t luit were being
manifested of a magnnnimou~ treatment of men, guilty of the
blackest of crime,- ; the feeling of generosity that was being
cultivated among the people of the Xorth, towards the men
who had not only rai~cd their hand against the govcmiucnt,
but who al,-o visited upon it,- captured :-ol<licrs a line of treatment unpamllcled in the history of civilized wa1·farc ;-these
were greater dangers than any we have yet cncouutorcd, m1tl
they arc only checked by a e1·ime, who><c basene:ss will astouud
the world, an<l which clearly ,;ignifics that the power which
ha:; instigated and c:inicd on this wicked rebellion is capable
of any barbarity which "'ill aicl its infamous dc:-ign,_.;,
That Di\"inc Providence, which through the:se years of trial
ha~ strengthened ancl protected our 1'1·osident, upon which ho
lcanccl with confidence and sul>mission, and to "hich he looked
at all time;; for consolation ancl ,:upport, has, at the Yery hour
of his triumph, permitted his rcmo,·al, and granted to him, as
to the Patriarch of' old, only a distant view of' the promised
land.
Let u,;, in this hour of bcrc:ivement, trnst in that same Providence, to guiclc us safoly on ai-1 a natiou, and to gnu1t unto us
tluit the >'ucce~"or of' him who hath bel'll •o suddenly remo,·etl
may be armed with power and might to drive our cnemic•s out
from among us, and l>y a strnng antl vigorous policy, tea.ch the
worlcl ancl the generations yet to come, that treason again;;t
such a go,·ernment as ours is not to be rewarded with honor or
magnanimity.
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Since the death of the first President of the United States,
no man has passed away whose death has called forth such general expressions of sorrow, and such universal lamentations, as
that of Abraham Lincoln. His honesty of purpose, his integrity of character, his simplicity of heart, all endeared him to
the nation; and the spontaneous bursts of grief from the stoutest heal'ts are the evidences of the love and veneration in which
the loyal people held their chosen ruler. That one so kind nncl
gentle in bis disposition should have died by the hand of the
murderer, a victim to the power of darkness, has stirred the
feelings of our citizens as they were never moved before.
vVednesday, the 19th instant, being the day designated for
the funeral of the venerated dead, I recommend that it be set
apart as a day of public mourning, and that a Committee of
your body bo authorized to make arrangements for suitable services on the occasion.
THOMAS A. DOYLE, MAYOR.

REMAHKS Ob' \\"lLLL~~! IllN~EY, E~Q.,
l'UESWJ~is·r OF TIIE cmuroJS ('01,;X('I I,.
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PRESI DEN'l' : -

There arc occa,-ions in life when the human tongue, howcYer
eloquent, has an opportunity to learn its utter feebleness.
There are griefs of which the only palJiatives are silence and
reflection. There arc crises in the life of the nation, when the
soul of every man, prostrated by the perception of gloom on
every hand, turns in upon itself, and is paralyzed by the consciousness of an equal sympathetic gloom within; and when
feeling, with the force of an instinct, bids us to commune with
ourselves and be still. I need not say, Sir, that this is such an
occasion; and did I listen to my own desires, no word of mine
should intrude between the thoughts of any in this assembly,
a,ncl their own convictions of our terrible calamity. But, Rir,
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I do not forget that the 1wi vilcges which are allowed to indivi«l ua,l,; must be abandoned, when, however humble, they stand
as rcprei:ientativcs of the community in which they live; or that
propriety and decency demaml that the spontaneous sorrow
of the members :-houltl lrnve an opportunity to crystalizc itself
into the more formal grief of the body politic. It is for this
reason, aml became this Council is the formal rcprescntatiYc of
the citizens of Providence, that I address you these few words.
Before the fatal year of' 18Gl had dawned upon this country,
the present generation of men had known but few such epochs
as those to which I hnve alJuclcd; but in the tom long ycnrs
which since then have passed over our land,-at times irradiating it with the fnll brilliancy of sunlight, an<l at times covering
it with a thick impenetrn.ble cloud,-yonr own memory "·ill
,mggest but too many in8tancc:-.
I neetl but recall the
bcwihlcrmcnt which brooded on cYcry face when tbc news
of our fir:;t great defeat foll on us like a thunder-bolt from the
clear sky; or to that day when we learned slowly nud by
fragments that all the struggles of the Peninsula, its bloody
hattles, its wc:try marches, its patient watchings, the unyielding faith of its heroic army, were as yet all in Yain;
and that the host which had listened to the bells of Richmon«l as they beleaguered it, now beaten and crushed back,
could :-end us uo brighter bulletin than temporary safety
on the banks of the J runes. I could point you to that day,
when, with bea.ting hearts, we almost counted the footsteps of
an insolent enemy marching on to our very capital, and when
we scarcely «larccl to breathe, until Antietam giwc us eoumge.
I could point yon to that cloud which, r i;;ing behind the ·wilderness and Chancellon,;yillc, swept northward until it burst
upon the hillside of Gettysburg, antl though it burst in blood
upon that consecrated spot, yet there, rnlled back its torn and
cmpticcl bulk and came no farther. But, 1-,ir, be your memory,
11c,·cr so retentive of the vicis8itmle::; of these slow rolling years,
I focl that you ,v-ill agree with me that in all their sorrowful
record they can show us no such clay as the fiftec11th day of
.Apl'il 1865. Then, fot· the fo·,,t time, the nation began to sec
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the dawning of au abiding peace.
Victory after victory had
glatldencd our ears. The chief army of the rebellion was captive to that army which had so long watched and fought it.
Bonfire.,; and torches all over the land gave expression to the
geueral hilarity ; when, in an instant, upon the stillness of that
tranquil morning, the appalling news crashed over us, that our
President had been assassinated-that that great and goocl
man, that man clear to our hearts beyond all other men, that
man precious to the nation beyond all other men, was rapidly
dying, if not dead, ancl this, too, at the hands of a rebel assassin.
"Sir, he is dead, and it is around his mangled but peaceful remains that the nation is pouring out unpurchasablc tears. In
the presence of such a mysterious and such an immeasurable
calamity, it cannot be expected that we should rightly appreciate 1d1at it is that we have lost.
This is not the time, nor
arc mine the lips, to tell what that man was to this nation,
much less to utter any conjecture of what, in the Provitlcnce of
God, he might have been.
If we desire his portrait we can
find it shrined in the grateful hearts of millions of freemen,
both white and black, all over this land. If we desire to know
what he has done, we can look around. Look not only here to
this community, whose soil was never tainted by the foot of an
armed rebel, and where peaceful industry has been permitted to
create its blessings in unexpected plenty, but look over our continent: we can bcholcl that majestic 1frer of the "\Vest again offering its broad bosom as the highway for a nation of freemen; we
can see enfranchised l\faryland, liberated Louisiana, free 1fo:souri, the Atlantic seaboard opened to a peaceful commerce frnm
one end of our domain to the other; we can see a purged Constitution; Slavery transformed from a hideous fact into a ghastly
but harmless memory; a disintegrated Confederacy; its Congress fugitives, its arch traitor a vagabond in the land ; or
again we can behold the flood of loYe pouring from a gratcfnl
nation toward that man, and swelling back to every human
being in it from the fullness of l1is own great heart. And if we
will venture into the future, we may behold that sagacious,
kindly nature, harmonizing, an·anging, rc-adju,;tiug a restore<!
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government, and then administering it, in the princ.iples of
obedience to God and love to man. Then, sir, if we have the
heart to do it, we can turn and look upon that silent corpse.
It seems to me, ifr. President, that the humblest man in the
nation may feel what the most eloquent never can express.
I have said already too much, or too little. I have the honor
to offer for the adoption of this Council the resolutions which
I hold in my hand, and which, with the permission of the chair,
I will read.
Mr. Binney offered the following resolutions, which were
unanimously adopted by both boards of the City Council:-

RESOLUTlONS OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
PLWVIDENCE,

PASSED APRIL 17, 1866.

W TIEREAS, Under every dispensation of an All Wii,e and
Merciful God, the only attitude for a Christian people is that of
truthful submission,
Resowed, That we, the City Council of the City of Providence, representing a loyal and a Christian community, do bow
our hearts before Almighty God, under the crushing blow
which he has permitted us to receive, and that we humbly implore H im who maketh rulers, and unmaketh them at Ilis will,
to be. henceforth in an especial manner, the Ruler, Guide and
Governor of our sorrow stricken land.
Resolved, That in the death of the late President of the
United States, at this crisis of their destiny, we endure the
culminating calamity of our nation. In his murder, we beholtl
the crowning infamy of our age. Yet, " though perplexed we
are not in despair ; though cast down we are not destroyed;
and over his yet unburied body, we renew our allegiance to
the great cause for which he lived, and pledge a deathless
opposition to the rebellion at whose felon hand, he died.
Resolved, That so long as patriotism shall be accounted a
virtue; so long as untarnished honesty, unflinching courage, a
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life-long devotion to duty, and the sacrifice of life in its defense, can wake an echo in the soul ; while a thoughtful and
~agacious intellect can claim the admiration of man, or a blameless life challenge his respect; while firmness that reverses
cannot shake, nor slander dissoh'c, shall merit his praise, or the
consciousness of benefits confessed awaken his gratitude ancl
love ; so long shall the name and memory of Abraham Lincoln
be consecrated in the hearts and history of this preserved and
grateful nation.
Resolved, That in this awful crime at which humanity stands
aghast, we sec the familiar features of that rebellion ,vho;:c
hell-given energies have so long desolated our land. It was
not enough to delude the nation with the sophistries of perverted intellect, to corrupt it with the poison of a baneful example, to insult it with the an-ogance of a more than Pagan
barbari~m. It has demanded the nation's life, and has wielded
the sword, the torch, and tho dagger, with undiscriminating
and congenial joy.
Surging forth upon a peaceful land, with
Slavery as its new Gospel of conquest, it has, for four long
years, defied the clemency of God and the authority of human
law. Unnumbered battle-fields retain the victims of its open
warfare ; the bones of sixty thousand of our brethren starved
in it::.- prisons, attest the infamy of its secret dccrnes; the midnight ocean has grown lurid with the flames of its piracies;
and now, in the hour of its prostration, when the Majesty of
the Republic had well nigh crushed its organized i-.trcngth, the
most precious life of our people has gone out before the pistol
of its assm,sins.
An outraged mition must henceforth regard
the friends of .~uch a rebellion as the enemies of the human
race.
Resolved, That we tcnde1· to the afBicted widow and family
of our late President, our most earnest and heartfelt sympathy
Bercayecl for the nntion, they
in this their terrible calamity.
should be, and we feel that henceforth they arc, the Nation's
care.
Resolved, That for him who is now the President of the United States, and upon whom this darkc~t villany of rebellion ha:,
2
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laid the responsibility and duty of its complete extinction, we
invoke the protection ancl the blessing of God, and the loyalty
and confidence of our fellow-countrymen. May his mind be
enlightened, his courage sustained, his hand strengthened, and
his efforts directed and prospered in the great work before him ;
until, in the full success of a stable peace, a united nation, and
a vanquished an<l extirpated treason, he and the whole people
may live to enjoy that great blessing for which the loved and
lamented Lincoln prayed anu toiled and died.
Resolved, That His Honor the Mayor be, and he is hereby,
requested to transmit a copy of the resolutions just passed to
the President of the United States, asking him to communicate the same to the family of the deceased.
Mr. Coggeshall offered the following resolutions, which
were also adopted : RESOLUTIONS APPOINTING A 0O1\Il\lITTEE OF ARRANGEM:ENTS.

Re.~olved, That Messrs. Metcalf, Coggeshall, Gladding,
Whitaker, Parkhurst, Robbins and Thomas, with Aldermen
Jones and Lester, be appointed a committee to make such arrangements as may seem to them advisable in commemoration
of the sad event that has fallen upon this nation.
Resolved, That said committee be authorized to draw on
the City Treasurer for such sum of money as may be required
to defray the expenses of a proper expression of the love and
respect which this community bear to the memory of the late
President of the United States.
Under and pursuant to the a.foregoing resolutions, the Committee of Arrangements issued the following notice : -

ON r11p,· DEA'l'll o.P' AB1u11AN L1~vco.LN.

hlUNW[PAL OilSEH.VANC~~ U~' Tlf E PltESlDEN'l"S DAY
110UltN1NG.
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The following arrangements have been made for the observance of Thursday, June 1st, by the City Government, through
the Committee appointed for that purpose.
A procession will be formed from the Council Chamber,
under the direction of the City Marshal, at 3½ o'clock, P. M.,
in the following ordei• : Detachment of Police.
Band.
Committee of Arrangements.
Orator of the Day and Officiating Clergymen.
City Marshal.
His Honor the Mayor and Board of Aldermen.
1\Icmbers of the Common Council.
City Clerk and Clerk of the Common Council.
City Officers.
His Excellency the Governor ancl Staff.
1\Iilitia Officers, General, Regimental, Line and Staff.
His Honor the Lieutenant Governor and Secretary of Dtatc.
Attorney General, State Auditor and General Treasurer.
United States Senators and Representatives.
Officers of the United States Army and Navy.
Retired Officers of the United States Army and Navy.
Judges of State Courts and Clerks.
District Judge, Attorney, Clerk and Marshal.
Officers of the Customs and Post Office Department.
Members of the State Legislature.
Ex-Governors.
Ex-Mayors.
Members elect of the City Government.
Members of the School Committee.
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Supel'intendcnt of Public :,;chools, and Grammar :Master.;.
Clergymen of the City and vicinity.
Prei-idcnt and Office!':,; of Brnwn Univcr,,.ity.
Pre,-i1lcnt an<l Officers of all Civic Bodies.
The procession will march to the Beneficent Congrcga.tional
Church, on Broad ::;trcet, where an Oration will be dcli,·cl'c<I
by the lion. "'illiam Binney, and appropriate :,;ervices will be
held, commencing at 4 o'clock.
Pcr,-ons intending to join the prneeis::;ion will meet at the
Council Chamber at 3 o'clock p. m.
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I•:. A. li.i:Lu:,·, Orl{llni,t ond )lu•ic Din>ctor.

1. Voluntary on the Organ.

2. Chorus.

COLUMIHA

Battiste.

FUNERAL ~I \JtCll.

1loum,i-;.

N<'11komm.

Cohunhia, mourn! Hi~ course is o'(,1·; tlw hr:\\·e, tht· 111i~hty i~ no n1or,·!
~lonrn, Columbia'. lt•t all your strca111s of ~orru\\ !low. ,\"c Jtay1• sinned; ",,
fell; wt• seornecl 0111· Hod! lfo ,li,•cl l11•1wath tl11• assassin's rntl. U day of bitterness! 0 day of woo! i\lourn, Columbia! t>tourn!

3. Re:tding the Scriptures.

4. Quartettc.

. Spohr.

Bies! arc the clopartecl who in the Loni arc sleeping.

5. Prayer.

n.

('horui< for men':,; voicc1-.

"l~TEGER Vrr,v.."

Flcmi11r1,

ON TILE DE.ATll OF ABRAll.A.M LINCOLN.
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"Ile who is upright, kind, and free from errors,
Seeks not the aid of men to guard him;
Calmly he moves, unt-0uchcd by guilty terrors,
Strong in his virtues.
"T:ranquil and peaceful is his path to heaven,
\Vhere, in tho brightness of the Saviour's presence,
Souls of the martyrs, purified by suff'1ing,
Wait to receive him.
"Leader and martyr, fallen in his armo1·!
Lives yet our Captain, strong is our salvation,
Fails not our victory, dies not the nation,Christ our deliv'ror."

7. Oration, by WILLIAM BINNEY, Esq.

8. Chorus.

"I

IIEARD A VOICE. "

. E. A. Kelley.

"I heard a voice from heaven, saying unto me, \Vritc, from heneefortl1
blessed are the dead who die in the Lord, fo1· they rest from their labors, and
their works do follow them."

9. Concluding Prayer.
10. Hymn, by o . vV. HOLMES.
.Jfosic.-OLD HUNDRED.

0 Lord of Hosts! .Almighty KiJ1g !
Behold the sacrifice we bring!
To every arm Thy strength impart,
Thy Spirit shed through every hea1·t.

\Yake iu our breasts the living fires,
'£he lioly faith that warmed our siJ:es:
Thy hand hath ruade our nation free ;
To die for her is serving Thee.
God of all Nations! Sovereign Lord!
In Thy dread name we draw the sword,
\Ve lift the starry flag on high,
That fills with light our stormy sky.
No more its flaming emblems wave
To bar from ho11e tho trembling slave;
No more its radiant glories shine
To blast with woe a child of Thine.
From treason's rent, from murder's stain,
Guard Thou its folds till Peace shall reign,Till fort and field, till shore and sea,
Jorn our loud anthem, PRAISE TO THEE!

11. Benediction.

ORATION.
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li'ELLOW CITIZENS : -
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human life is tranRfcrrccl from this worlcl,
how selllom do we apprehend what has been
<lone. Revelation assmes us that for one immortal
being. a catastrophe has been renchecl, more portentom:
than the dissolution of a world. lnstmct and reason
assent to the truth.
flome momentary palpitations
warn us of its impcn·t for oursekes, but the influence is
feeble nn<l cv:rnCf..CCnt. lfore and there in retirecl i-pots,
there is a pause. In i:-,olated homes, there arc a few
Rorrowing hearts. A few eyes drop bitter tean,, a few
prayer/"i press up to God from the depths
a heaving
breast, a corpse remains to be reverently committed to
the earth, and the minister of God repcat.-i his words of
warning or of resignation.
But the great aggregate
of humanity ad\'ances in itc: solemn progress, i-carcely
conscious that- an ,tlom bas been withdrawn from its
hulk. 'l'hc numberless activities of man are unrestrninecl.
Ambition glows with unslackened fire, toil struggles
with the same anxiety, science explores with undivcrtcd
attention, thought and fancy :soar with unrestrictecl
sweep, and the very mourneni make hnstc to resume
their places in the moving throng.
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Thai majestic ocean current which bo1·ders our lnnd
moves ever on its destined course. From all sides, it is
c1isso1ving into the cold abyss which environs it, but the
lightnings fim;h about it, the vapor exhales from it, and
it presses onward tempering a continent, its energies
the unconscious ministers of the Almighty's love.
To the law which controls its movement there is no
interruption, but that which humanity obeys is happily
more yielding. Dence it is, that when the life with
which we part has been conspicuous above its fellows,
from whatever cause; when the lustre of position, the
splendor of talent, the radiance of virtue, or the glare of
wealth, has fixe<l the eyes of men upon some unit of their
number, we do for a moment stop. We turn our gaze
from what is, to what has been; and consent to ask of
death, what life is. Yet the pause, at most. is brief.
But should there come a time when millions swell
the note of lamentation, and the sun sets and rises
again upon an unsubsided sorrow ; should we perceive
the ordinary pursuits of a nation sm,pencled, its usual
interests laid aside, its common topics aLjured; and did
w·e hear the throbbing of unnumbered hearts in the
:-:olemn unison of grief; we might feel assured that we
then beheld humanity in the rarest and most majestic
of its attitudes.
Such a spectacle the American nation has but recently
exhibited. If the deepest melancholy has surrounded
it, it has yet been full of a gracious benediction. Like
all great blessings, it has been purchased with a sacrifice,
and the price we have paid for it has been our choicest
and our best. The fullness and the value of the cost
mu~t l'emain for the future to disclose, but faith already
invites us to regard it ns the source of <leep and lasting
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good. It is because we acknowledge its magnitude, nntl
would learn what we may of its significance, that we
are assembled here to-day.
The PreHirleut of the
United States has summoned the nation to reflect upon
its loss. The authorities of ou1· city have responded to
his request, and have appointed me to address you upon
the solemn topic, and it is thei1· wish which I obey.
You have buried a murdered President. Your voices
have swelled the mighty chorus of sorrow, which rose
from the bosom of this continent. Every token of
i,ympathy and grief, which outward act, or spoken word,
or chastened thought, could render, has been shown by
you. Every pulpit has grown eloquent upon the
unparalleled theme. The press, all over the Innd, ha~
become the mouth-piece of the universal anguish.
Private association~, the fraternities of trnde and
commerce, municipal and Stntc governments, have
made haste to offer their appreciative t ributes to the
<lea,d, and to renew their allegiance to the living. A
mournful proce:;sion has wound it:; slow course to the
West, waking in hamlet and city the same touchi11g
response, and now the ~n,cre<.1 reruains which it ca,nietl
with it rest in the soil of their western home. '!'he
pubes of life have resumed their ordinary be.it. The
interests of the living again occupy onr thoughts. 'l'he
future, with its expectations, anxieties and doubt:;;,
beckons us awa,y from the past. The first fervor of your
emotions has unavoidably subsided, but you refuse to
part company with your grief, until it shall have yielded
you its blessing.
I am to spenk to you of the life and character and
death of Abraham Lincoln. But as I take that name
upon my lips, how sensibly must I feel my incapacity.
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There are themes so rich that their affiuence is oppressive. There are occasions so grand that they dwarf our
powers and paralyze our energies. There are characters
which dwell outside of description, because their expanse out-measures apprehension. If this be true, I
appeal to you, if it was ever more so than now, and in
reference to the present imbject. If I can conceive of
any qualities capable of doing justice to that subject,
they would be those of the lamented dead. His keen
:,mgacity, his ripened wisdom, his singleness of purpose,
his manly sense, his firm and living faith, his all embracing charity,-these might approach the task nor
dreatl cfoicomfiture. They are unfortunately incornmunicaLle. Their results are our legacy if we will accept
it, but the qualities themselves are graces which mtm
wins by conflict; he can never receive them as a gift.
One gift, however, the illustrious dead was able to
confer upon the race, a rich and pregnant gift, holding
in it::; grasp a thousand others scarce inferior to itself.
It is the spirit of his life. Plain, unvarying, easily
apprehended, stretching like a luminous thread through
the line of his years, it gleams before us as obedience
to the duty of the hour; obedience umiolicitous of
results, a.nd asking of duty nothing but bet· Heaven
signed Cl'etlentials. · That spirit I in vokc for all ; I invoke it for mysel£
When a, people is creating history, it seldom has a
desire to transcribe it, Ol' the leisure and capacity to
read its current record aright. The physical and intellectual activities which such periods evoke, have a
re-active influence upon each other, which tendH conshmtly to exaggera.tion. The ordinary and verified
staudarrls of feeling and judgment arc overthrown.
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Events ancl men move before the eye in a confused
whirl, where distinct vision is impossible. Small things
from th.eir nearness or the grotesqueness of their position
seem great, while the great are too near to be fully
embraced. Passions and prejudices, anxieties, hopes
and fears, roll about us on all sides their volumes of
mist. No height discloses itself from whose tranquil
summit we can survey the panorama of commotion, nor
could we ascend it, were it there. We are ourselves a
part of the scene. H istory and lier handmaid, biography, demand a more quiet period, and a point of greater
distance, before they can commence their necessary
work. All that can be produced at times like these is
such an outline sketch as may gratify curiosity, or impart a form to our vague conceptions. It will be the
task of a day remote from this, to portray the magnificent movement of destiny in this western world, and to
paint the master spirit who linked himself to that destiny beyond all other men: because he bound himself to
the eternal principles from which it was evolved. The
duty of the present hour will be fulfilled, if I shall Le
able to place before you such a fragmentary outline as,
while it gives no portrait of the man or time, lets something of the grandeur of the one, of the goodness and
greatness of the other, and of the relation between the
two, shine throuih the gaps.
ABRAllA~1 LLNCOLN was born in what is now La-Rue
county, Kentucky, on the 12th day of February, 1809,
and in that comparative wilclerness of a half-centmy
ap;o, he passed the first six or seven years of his life.
His parents were Virginians, of whom we know little
more than their integrity and industry. Frontier life,
in that day, was something which required and <level-
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oped the sturdier virtue~, bnt it made small demand, as
it gave but little scope, for the refinements of culture
and taste. Thomas Lincoln, the father, was illiterate
an<l poor. 'l'hc labor of his hands was his support.
Yet n :,;ense of his own <lefi.cicncies sharpened the
desire to educate his son, and his affection was at all
times active in procuring for the boy such books arnl
:c:chooling as his own scanty means and the primitive
neighborhood allowed.
The mother was a religious
woman, one or those to whom the Bible is n real nnd
li,·iug thing; who make it n. friend and guide, and who
feel that all has been done for a child when hi:. eyes alltl
heart have been opened to its pages. At he1· side he
learuccl to read the sacred volume, and throughout his
trying and eventful lifo it is believed to have been ever
at his own.
8atisfied by experience that resiclence in a, i;}ave State
was di!':astrous to one whose only capital was his labor,
the father decided in 181G to abanclon this Kentucky
home, which sliwery degraded, arnl i-:eek a 11cw one ou
the free soil of Indiana, then a.bout to be admitted into
the Union.
The spot selected was a.mong the pictmesque river
bluil~ of the Ohio. A clearing was soon made, a, loghut erected, and this was the home of Lincoln until
1830. Thirteen years, eventful enough to him antl to us,
though unmarked by outward signs of their significance,
were pa:-:Red in this cabin. It is easy to picture to ourselves that simple home.
There was abundance of
work Ior those young hands in subduing an untamed
nature. There were hardship ancl exposure in many
forms to 8trengthen his bodily frame, and toughen his
courage and endurance. If the intercourse an<l advan-
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tages of more developed civilization were wanting, ~o
also were its allurements and dissipations. Earnestness,
sobriety and honest toil spread a pure and invigorating
atmosphere about the spot. There were the evenings
for such study as was in his power, and for the
thoughts and reflection to which it might give rise.
Books, of course, were few, but they were not wholly
absent, and such as he procured would seem to have
had a singular fitness for his mental and moral growth.
In 1831, a new emigration conducted the family to
the central part of Illinois.
Again the son's labor is
given to build the house and fence the farm. But the
time had come for him to leave the paternal roof and
try the world for himself A vigorous and hardy frame,
a courageous and truthful soul, a clear and strong intelligence, a hopeful spirit and a simple but steady faith
in God and the right, were his outfit; and it must be
confessed neither scanty no1· ill-a:;sorted. Of the world
outside he knew but little ; of that within himself, he
had learned what such a life alone could teach.
From this time until 1837, when we find him practising law in Springfield, Illinois, he tried most of tbe
phases of western life, always earnestly, and usually
with success. Farm laborer, clerk, storekeeper, county
surveyor, postmaster and member of the Legislature,
each in its turn, and all the while studying diligently
at thE' law, v,•bich he had chosen for his ultimate prcifession, he omitted no opportunity for selfsupport or
usefulness; and that some coloring of military lifo
might not be wanting, he serverl with fidelity and merit
as Captain of volunteers in the Indian war of 1832.
Until 1858, Mr. Lincoln continued to practice law,
with a growing reputation for ability, and to attract the
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regard of his fellow citizens, who selected him to represent them in the Congress of 1847.
But it was in 1858, that what had thus far been a
local reputation expanded into a national one ; and
that the great Republican party of the free States began
to look to Mr. Lincoln as among the ablest and most
earnest of its leaders.
Viewed merely by himself at this time, he presents
a striking figure. Tall and vigorous in body, and with a
mind quite as healthful, there was neither elegance nor
grace in either. The society in which he moved did
not exact, and had not developed them.
His virtues
and intelligence were distinctively American.
His
training had been equally so, and he was the natural
product of the two. It was not the figure of a hero,
or which fancy could hope to develop into the heroic.
But it was the :figure of a man, to be respected, to
be loved, to be trusted ; of a strong, truthful, genial,
quick-witted man, a reliable and powerful friend, a da,ngerous but fair antagonist.
Thought and action alike
betokened in him unused and undeveloped strength.
But it seems to me that we shall fail to see him in his
true proportiorn;, if we overlook the remarkable background from which he stood relieved. Let me attempt
uriefiy to sketch that background, as it appears to me.
The curious naturalist who followi:i the trail of our
western eroigra.tion, is often struck by the presence of
weeds along the track, for ·which he finds it difficult to
account. They are not indigenous to the soil, nor are
they found except ·where the foot of the foreigner has
They are
been. No conscious hand has sown them.
the growth of those unconsidered seeds: which were
native to the stranger's home.
They have clnng to
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him unperceived through his ocean voyage, and equally
unconsciously are scattered about his new abo<le. '.!'he
seminal principles of tlrnt outgrowth of thought and
feeling which we call civiliza,tion pl'Opagntc thenu,elves
as spontaneously, and still more widely, than the germs
of vegetable life. Less various perhaps. they are more
constant to their type, ancl philosophy works backward
from their presence to their origin, with a confidence
that is seldom misplaced.
In the year 10~0, two vessels dropped their anchor:in waters which are already emblematic, and must remain so to the American eye, through all time. Both
voyage8 were pro_jerted in the same foreign land, an<l
may be fairly ~aid to have represented the conflicting
characteristics of the same people. Dutch piety and
love of frec<lom ba<lc Goel-speed to the men who landed
by the :\Iassachusctts Bay, with liberty and law in their
hancb. Dutch enterprise and love of wealth ;-;ent their
cargo of slaves to t.l1e bank:,; of the James.
Unnumbered and unnoticed seeds of good and evil came with
both. The life of each began at once to beget new life,
ancl as thcil' forms <lrew near to each other, and the
horder land between the two began to fill. reciprocal
action commenced and a hybl'i1l grnwth :-;prullg 11p.
'rwo forms of civiliiation, one where capital and lal,or
were boun<l hy an equal and beneficial alliance', an1l ihe
other whern labor was the property and hon<l :slave of
capital, had each :-;elected its domain in a new and prolilic worlcl, and thenceforth they grew together, auxiliarie:- in noule wol'ks, in wol'ks of imperishable Lcncfit,
but radical, though immature, antagonist:-;.
During our Colonial life: and e:-;pecially in the condition of public :-;cntiment, not only in the mother country,
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but throughout the world, this essential antagonism
was almost unperceived.
But it was there none the
lesH, and none the less essential. When the ('otters of
colonial subjection were first broken, the conflict began.
·Liberty seut forth her noble protest, in the Declaration
of Independence, but slavery had already tampered
with the language in which it was expressed.
But
when the removal of all foreign control left the nation
to the influences of her own :-yi;tem:-:, it assumed its real
position. 'fhe great territorial orclinance would have
been its death biow, but it turned a:-ide the stroke.
The constitution niight have destroyed it, but it moulded
the constitution to its ends.
Working gradually, but
working :-teadily, it created the fugitive sla\'e clau:-e,
and forged that chain in which so many of freedom's
giant.s have writhed in vain.
Under the constitution
it:- :-truggles have been powerful and unintermitted, a!lll
in early opposing Congm-isional interforcncc with the
territories not included in the ordinance of 17Si, it
prepared the ground for all its future triumphs.
Jt
was combattcd steadily, l,ut it grew.
Circmm,tances
favored it beyond anticipation. The slave trade in the
appointeu time hacl become illegal; moral ancl religious
sentiment was glowing, a dreadful perception of its inherent wrong began to grow oven in its midst; but
alongi;ide, and ready for the use, were allies dc~tine1l to
more than counterbalance their combined fon•e.
The
cotton plant wa,ecl its pods prophetic of future wen.1th.
The genius of Whitney became the property of the
world, and lent its vitn.l aid.
The vast tcnitory
Louisiana. was coded to tho Union, and stretched out its
arms to both. A rich expanse lay before it, allll it macle
haste to enter.
The constitution was ignored, that
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blessings for which it provided no channel might swell
in upon the land, with a golden irrigation.
A new
departure was ta.ken, a different voyage commenced;
and Slnvery sprang gaily nnd defiantly to the helm.
The progress thence was rapid and fatal
Farewell
now to apologetic defense. Slave trading, Rlavc breeding became the policy, because they seemed the necessity of the time.
Slavery was no longer ,vith the
South an evil to be tolerated ; it was a right to be sustained. The intellect of the South trained itself for the
work. The armories of the past and prc~ent were ransacked for weapons of protection or assault. The chimera
of secession, fostered into new vigor and bulk, planted
its horrid form before the sacred institution, and forbade
aproach. The religion of Christ and the creed of popular sovereignty were alike bid to speak in its behalf.
The destinies of free millions were as nothing to it.
The legislature of the only great Republic of the world
was but its tool. The elements were unchained, and
the indifference, tlrn passions, the tremors and the aspirations of a great race heaved in unorganized tumult.
The freeman felt that his birthright was in danger.
The slaveholder felt his power and grew furious in its
use; and all around stood the timid virtues, hoping all
things, believing all things, daring nothing.
There
was a party rising in the land a million strong. It had
a prescience, a courage, a purpose, which were its
strength; but it needed a man. This was the background as I view it, against which, in 1858, Mr. Lincoln
stood forth on the prairie land of Illinois.
The contest which he entered was for a Senatorship,
the antagonist was Stephen A. Douglas, the audience was
the freemen of the West of every shade of opinion;
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but the battle and the victory were for human freedom:
and for all corning time, and nobly did he open the

immortal tournament.

Listen to his words in the first of tho:-c speechc:-.
which conn1l:<cd Illinois in the summer an1l autumn of
1808.
Truly, the trumpet gave no uncertain sound.
"1f wc coulcl fin,t know where wc are, aucl whither
we are tending-. we could better ,iuclge what to do,
ancl !tow to clo it.
We are now far in the fifth year
since a policy was initiated with the avowecl ob,ject ancl
confident promi:-e of putting an end to slavery agitation.
Uncler thl" operation of that policy, that agitation has
not only not c·ea:--e<l, but has constantly augmentc<l.
In my opinion it will not cease_. until a crisis has been
reaclwcl and pas:--erl.
'A house tli\'ideu against it-.cll'
cannot stancl.' l bcli~ve this government cannot endure
permanently, half slave ancl half free. [ <lo not expect
the Union to be dissoh'cd.
I do not expect the hou;;c
to foll, but I <lo expect. it will cease to be divided. It
will become all one thing or all the other."
Wonls
remarlmble enough in precliction, but how much more
so in their rc,-ult.
Ilcre, we cannot but ob;;crYe, was no announcement
of a policy. There was not even an expression of a
wislt.
A plain statement of that indwelling faith
which i,- so often uncon:-cious prophecy-that was all.
From :i foremost man of' a young al1(1 Yigornus party
we might hnvc looked for something dilJerent. A party
Shibboleth, n code of tactic:-:, an appeal to passion:
or to prejudice; a battle cry; the,-e are what we might
have expectc<l, but there came only a temperate but
far reaching declaration of belief.
Only a few years
have passed, ancl it is the demonstrated creed of a race.
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At that time, if there was anything chiefly needed,
it was a faith such as this. A faith not in policies, not
in expediencies, not in plans, or compromises, or hostilities as such ; but in essential truth8. It was l\1r. Lincoln's great advantage that he possessed it,. It was his
great power that he was always possessed by it.
Throughout all that vigorous and animated struggle,
contending against an antagonist of undisputed force and
grea.t popularity, <tnd one well skilled to use every faculty
of a vigorous mind, a robust body, an iron will, a voice
of rare compass and expression, and a nature of noble
and attractive traits, in swaying the judgments, the
feelings, and the sympathies of men ; this uncouth but
still attractive western lawyer, held that faith on high,
and conquered in its sign. The immediate prize, it is
true, was lost ; Mr. Douglas was again elected Senator ;
but the people understood Mr. Lincoln, and his destiny
was fixed.
If we follow the course of that debate and of the
speeches auxiliary to it, we shall be forced to confess
that faith was far from being his only power, though it
gave momentum to the rest. Every one of them exhibits a man whose conception of ideas was clear,
defined and comprehensive ; his perception of things
distinct, and of relations, remarkably so; bis logic
thorough and connected, though not concise ; his
memory retentive of analogies ; his language plain, but
vigorous, apt, descriptive and copious; his fancy alive,
but never in excited action; bis wit homely, but bright
and pointed. All these faculties he used easily, and
effectively, holding the sympathies by an unrufiled
bearing, a genial temper, a courageous port, and by the
mysterious emanations of a trnth loving, truth spea.k-
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ing, truth seeking soul. Ithuriel's spear could not have
more clearly revealed the sophistry concealed in popular sovereignty, than <lid his pointed sentences.
The
nicest analysis of science could not expose more surely
than his lips, the essential contrast of slavery the matter of in<liiference, with slavery the moral, social and
political wrong.
He acknowledged the necessity of
parties, and, therefore, was a party man. He accepted
a party platform because he approved it, while he ·was
slow to commit himself to its modes of action.
Ile
understood the constitution of his country, and gave it
an unreserved obedience.
To the State rights and
State obligations which it guarantied, he adhered.
His line of policy towards the slave question was not
clea,r, nor was it, perhaps, so far stretching as that of
his party; but his vision of the future and his estimate
of the thing, were surpassed in none. There was room
for growth, and capa.city as well. And the growth in
due time came.
This man, such as I have endeavored to sketch him,
became, in 1861, the duly elected President of the
United States; and history will record that he was so
a,nnounced to the assembled Senate and Rouse of
Representatives, by Vice-President Breckinridge, his
rival at the time, his assassin since.
Since that announcement, four awful years have
swept over the land. They have carried to the dusky
past, their swollen record of crime and virtue. Thick
thronging incidents of victory and defeat, of apostacy
and faith, of cruelty and charity, of dismay and exultation, have burdened the memory almost beyond its
power; and overtaxed emotion in vain endeavors to
renew its earlier agitations.
Still the time is not yet
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too distant for us to recall something of that gloom, in
which the great crime of our century came to the
birth.
Strange to say, the election of Mr. Lincoln was
hailed with greater joy at the South than at the North.
It was the note of destiny for both, and one at least
understood it. Convinced that cajolery and menace
were henceforth impotent, the South maddened itself
for the assault.
Legislatures and conventions plied
their insidious work. The press lit up its baleful fires,
eloquence poured its venomed stream into hearts fevered
by passion, and minds tainted with sophistry and falsehood ; anns threw their angry gleam abroad, and
amid the horrid din, the demon of civil war awoke to
his feast of blood.
At the seat of government the
scene was even more disheartening.
Imbecility sat
inert in the Presidential chair. Disloyalty plotted in
the bureaus and offices, in the a,rmy and navy, in the
high ways and byways of the Capital. . Traitors legislated in the Congress of the country they had sworn
to destroy. Americans dared to demand a partition of
the soil won by the blood of our common ancestors
And all the while Congress bent its energies to appease,
to soothe, to strengthen the existing guaranties of
slavery, and impart to it new life. And as if all that were
not enough, a peace convention lent its well meant aid,
in propofluls which needed but acceptance by the South
to rivet slavery for ever on the land.
It was for such a scene as this that Mr. Lincolu left
his humble home in February, 18Gl. Since his election
he had kept silence on the questions that agitated the
country, and men waited for bis utterances with anxiety.
The wisest of his countrymen did not foresee what the
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future had in store.
He foresaw, perhaps, less than
some of them. But a change had come over him that
is well worthy of note.
The old faith was doubtless
there-the old assurance that the house divided could
not sta.nd-that sooner or later the land would be all
slave or all free; but there was no longer allusion to
it.
The leader of a party was now the ruler of a
nation, and he felt the foll import of the change.
Abjming personal predilections and party views, the
safety of the entire nation was henceforth his aim. lt
became his purpose the instant it became his duty; and
until the hour of bis death it was the governing principle of his life. Through evil report and good report,
in success and disaster, against friends and enemies, be
held fast to that; and the hour is already here when
we can thank God th:1.t he did so.
That he thought
and felt deeply no one can doubt, but it was with a
mind unclouded by prejudgment, and a heart emptied
of selfishness.
" My friends,'' said he, as he parted from that home
which he never saw again, "No one not in my posrtion
can appreciate the sadness I feel at this parting. I
know n<>t how soon I shall see you again. A duty
devolves upon me which is, perhaps, greater than
that which has devolved upon any other man since the
days of Washington. He never would have succeeded
except for the aid of Divine Providence, upon which he
at all times relied. I feel that I cannot succeed without the sa.me Divine aid which sustained him, and on
the same Almighty Being I place rny reliance for support; and I hope you, my friends, will all pray that I
may receive that Divine assistance, without, which I
cannot succeed, but with which success is certain."
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" We will pray for you," was the feeling response. As
we read these words oYer his grave, who so inert as not
to be moved by their solemnity!
All through that journey, whose jubilant life contrasts
now so painfully with the return of his funernl train
over much of the same ground, this self-restraint and
watchfulness,-this reliance on God and reference of all
to his direction,-blend themselves with words of wisdom, of caution or remonstrance. ,: I will only say, that
to the salvation of the Union there needs but one single
thing,-the hearts of a people like you." And again :
"I wish you to remember, now and forever, that it is
your business and not mine,"-were his words in lndiana.
"I have not maintained silence for want of anxiety..
In the varying and repeatedly shifting scenes of the
present, and without a precedent that could enable me
to judge the past, it has RCemcd fitting that, before
speaking of the difficulties of the country, I should have
gained a view of the whole field, so as to be sure after
all." t>uch were his words in Ohio. 1J ere and there
touching the sensitive spots of our dii;order, he shows
his own idea of the malady, but always suggestively.
Not concealing- entirely his own opinion, he hints it
almost always in a query. " Fellow-citizens," he says,
"I am not asserting anything; I am merely asking
que:-itions for you to consider."
In the metropoli:-i o( New York, he speaks somewhat
more precisely: '· Nothing shall ever bring me to consent-willingly to coment-to the destrnction of this
Union, unless it woul<l be the thing for which the Union
itself was made. I urnlersta,nd that the ship is made for
the carrying n.nd prese1·vation of the rargo, and so long
aH the ship is safe with the cargo, it shall not be aban5
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donecl." And in New .Jer~cy: c: The man docs not live
who is more devoted to peace than I am, or who would
do more to preserve it; but it ma,y be neccRsary to put
the foot down firmly."
At that touching ::;eene in the early morning of the
22d of February, when about to rai~e the country's
flag over the birth-place of Inclepenclence, he rose to n.
loftier strain. "I haYe often irn1uired of m_pel£" he
said, '=what great principle or iden. it was that kept this
confo<leracy so long together. It was not the mere
separation of the colonies from the mother conn try, but
this i-entiment in ~he Declaration oflmlepenclence, which
gave liberty, not alone to the people of this country, but
I hope to the worlcl for all future time. 'l'his is . the
sentiment embodied in the Declaration oflndependence. ·
Now, my friend~, can this country be sa,ec.1 upon that
basis? If it can, I will consider myself one of tbe happiest men in the world, if I can help to save it. If it
cannot he saved upon that principle. it will be truly
awful. Bnt if thi:,; country cannot be savell without
giving up that principle, l was about to :my I w~ulcl
rather be assassinated on this spot than surrcncler,"n.nd then his stnrcly arm sent the color:- to the masthead,
where God and tlrnt arm have kept them since.
A fow short years, and he lay a corpse on that very
spot, assas!-inated while clcfornling that very principle;
but, thank God, not until it had been triumphantly su:-itainecl, and the Union saved upon it.
li'rom the moment when ~lr. Lincoln entered upon
his clntics as President, all narrative is beyoncl the limits
of this <li::;course.
His actions on twined thcmsel ves
clo~ely with the movements of the nation, themselves
various anrl complicated. He wa:-: identificcl not only
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in reality, but in the popular apprehension, with all
that was done OL' attempted, great or small. Criticism,
favorable or adverse, usually fastened itself in the ultimate upon him: often, nndoubtedly, without propriety.
But the popular mind continues to recognize certain
questions which were treated, <lming his administration,
as of undisputed pre-eminence, and to feel that he held
with them a close, nncl, in effect, controlling relation.
Ilis peculiar qualities were displayed in dealing with
such, from time to time, and there is a conviction that
his reputation will connect itself with them in the future.
His relatio~ to some of these may well occupy our remaining time.
Mr. Lincoln was blessed with the faculty, by no means
common, of viewing things in their precise and existing
relations. Ile saw things almost always as they really
were, and dealt with them as he saw them. However
confm,ed the details, his penetration extricated the
essential, and his strong good sense and sterling principle applied themselves exclusively to these. Few men
have been quicker to see both the weak and th~ strong
point of a position or statement, or more happy in the
pointed and simple way in which he exposed and met
tbem.
This sagacity was conspicuous in the attitude which
he assumed towards the South at the very outset of
his administration. Inexperienced in the details of
his new duties; surrounded by friends who knew too
little of him to give him their confidence, and too little
of the real state of affairs to make their counsel safe;
watched by enemies on every hand; beset by spies and
the innumerable horde of :flatterers and parasites and
politicians and self seeken• who infest the capital at such
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a time; with a powerful voice from the north urging
him to instn.nt and vigorous action, and confusing its
tone:,; with the entreaties of others to pause, beware,
and do nothing; there would have been small room for
wonder if his vision had been obscured and the very
power of action destroyed. But he rose above them all
ancl surveyed the field for himself.
Rebellion stood quivering upon the brink of the
a:,;sault. Ready to strike, it yet longed for some pretext
for the blow,-something that ingenuity might show to
the ignorant world as the jnstifica,tion of its overt act.
A passionate or vain mn.n, a theorist, a partisan,-had
such been at our head,-wonld probably have sprung
into the melee, drowning the clamor by his own more
decided i'oice; but it would hnve been a proof of folly
and not of wisdom. Such a man would have given the
rebellion it& desire, and have prejudiced our cause from
the start. But the President perceived the clanger and
avoidecl it. He saw that the war. if it came, must not
only be, but record itself as unprovoked. Upon this
idea his inaugural hafl been constructed. "In yom
hands, my dissatisfied fellow-countrymen, not in mine,
is the momentous issue of civil war. The government
will not assail you." "You can have no conflict without being yourselves the aggre:-;sors." "We must not
be enemies."
Such were his word::;, dictated not alone by a kind
spirit, but by a true sagacity. Acting upon them, he
steadily refused to abandon Fort Sumter and thus give
countenance to the rebellion. Ire was as firm against
tbe now impracticable work of it::; reinforcement, so
capable of distortion into an aggressive act. He decided
upon a peaceful attempt to feed its starving garrison.
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And this was enough. Sumter fell, but the first gun
was a rebel and not a Union gun; and its discharge
swept away foreve1·, from the South, the subterfuge of
self-defense. !fad he done differently, the North woul<l
undoubtedly have risen in defense of its outraged flag,
but it:; magnificent unanimity might have been wanting.
History nnrnt concede it as a high merit to ~Ir. Lincoln, that, from the outset, he had a purpose, but not ,L
policy; a determinate end, but no predetermined means;
a guiding principle, but no controlling rules. In his
treatment of the Border States, we can now i-::ee the
truth and vaJue of this trait. His great object was to
strengthen the Union, and weaken the rebellion, and he
viewed their position principally as it bore ou this. 'flrn
result we confess to have been of incalculable value, but
his course met with little favor, at the time, in any
quarter. None saw it aright, until they saw it in its
effects. Yet his instructions to a military governor,
for a similar Hcene and n.t a later da,y, would seem to
Rhow that he measured the crisis very fairly. "If," he
writes, "both parties or neither shall abuse you, you
will probably be about right. Beware of being praised
by one a.rn1 assailed by the other."
Another conspicuous quality in Mr. Lincoln's character was his power to recognize and appreciate popular
opm1on. Wise enough to believe, as well as acknowledge, that it was the living principle of every free
community, and to confess that neither truth nor error
could be permanently affected until brought in direct
contact with it; he always bent his energie:, to discover
what that opinion was before he attempted to guide or
alter it. The quality was ingrained, and continued to
mark him to the last. He looked beneath the apparent
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to the real, and distinguished a genuine from a spurious
public sentiment, ,vith skill that seemeu intuitive. It
was, however, the product of labor and reflection.
Trusting always to the people, because he felt that
there was nothing higher among men on which to rely,
he often seemed vacillating and uncertain while seeking
what that people really willed. Yet it may be safely
said, that among all his qualities none was more valuable to his countrymen than this. No estimate which he
could have formed, at any time, of the popular feeling
could have long held true, for it was in a course of continuous growth. With a rare self.abandonment he grew
ever with it. Had he shaped his course by their will,
at any date of his career, and rigidly adhered to it, no
one now so blind as not to see that ruin to him or to
them must have ensued. The country was the people's
more than his. The war was the "people's war; " the
future was the people's destiny and birthright; and he
felt that if the people willed the right, the right, under
God, would triumph, while, for the opposite contingency,
caution preserved his influence unimpaired. Every da,y
was doing its work of enlightenment upon the popular
mind and heart. Time anc! experience were potent
and salutary agents. His confidence in them had never
yet been misplaced. He must trust them still.
This view was the key to his action upon the great
and vexed question of emancipation. His own opinion
of slavery was too clear for misconstruction. It had
been expresi'\ed openly and often. "I am naturally
anti-slavery," he writes to a friend in Kentucky. "If
slavery is not wrong, nothing is wrong. I cannot remember the time when I did not so think and feel; but
I have never understood that the Presidency conferred
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upon me an unrestricted right to net officially upon this
judgment and feeling." Ile felt that the Union was to
be preserved by that course which would rally about it
the most defender~, and leave it, when preserved, what
the people willed it. When, at the first, he refw,ecl to
interfere with slavery as an institution, he ,, ns bitterly
opposed by many of his friends, but he was right. The
time had not come. When he overruled the proclamations of Ilunter and Fremont, and the advice of the
Secretary of War, to arm the blackli, he taxetl the faith
of his adherents to its utmost stretch. The iudiflcrence
antl hostility of Europe were, or claimed to he, justified
by his course, but he held firm. The time had not
come. Personally preferring a compensated emancipation, he suggested it, and devised the means, arguing
and expostulating, meanwhile, with the loyal slaveholders, but watching the public will ; and when the pro_
clamatiou came, it is :mfc to :say, that it coulcl no more
have been with.held, with safoty to the cau:-:e. than it
could have been issued at an t>arlier clay. The fiery
trials of the war bad educated the sentiment of the
,,·bole people, up to the wishes a.nd judgment of the
appro\.ing fe,\.. Then the time had come. Then it became safe. Then it became his detel'mination, and from
that point there was no receding.
A policy of patient watchfulness is lieldom grateful
to the age to which it may be1 neYcrthele:-s. essential.
The positiYe, tbe active, the dccidcd.-the:-e acldrer;s
thcrn:-elvt>s with favor to the mass of men, while even
for the thoughtful they have a cha.rm easily mistaken
for a merit. History reycn:;c,; the hasty decisions of' the
past, and we a.doµt her verdict, even while making fresh
ones for her disapproval We confess tho intlistinctness
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of our own views and the immaturity of our own opinionR, but with a strange confidence we demand their
acceptance by our fellow-men. Hesitation in others, we
are apt to call weakness; caution, timidity; inquiry, a
want of faith; deliberation, cowardice; and the change
of actions, to suit the change of circumstance, is dishonesty, if not apostacy. Something of all this may
have been permitted by us to tarnish the fame of our
noble President, while he lived, but the mark is already
obliterated. The tears of the nation have washed it
from our sight.
Let us not suppose, my friends, that it cost nothing
to Mr. Lincoln to pursue the course which he did; that
while waiting for the auspicious hour, he was indifferent
to its deln.y; that the popular desire was his law, but
not his solicitude.
We should bnt little sound the
depths of that noble nature did we think it. Rreathiug
from his youth the air of perfect freedom, maturing
under its gracious influences, drawing his patriotism
from the fountain be1d, and enriching it with the wisdom of the purest A10erican patriots; was his the only
cold heart of the race? Dedicated to the faith that
slavery is sin, inspired by the conviction that this ~in
would yet be done away, the moral sting of slavery
touched him to the quick. "The physical horrors" he
::,aw, as well as we. The" two hundred and fifty years"
of wrong; the:, bondman's unrequited toil ; " "the drops
of ulood drawn by the lash;" the scarrerl limb; the
tortnrcd body; the scalding tears,-wero felt by him as
trnly as by us. He conld glow at the thought of outrnged virtue, of blighted affection, of childhood torn
from its parents, of parents from each other. No kindlier heart. in all the land responded to thei1· woe. Was
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he insensible to the plnudits of the good, and did he not
well know that the noblest wren.th which history twines
i~ for the liberator of mankind? Surely, his eye conld
range over a more expanded fiekl than ours, and while
it saw the coming future, with its hundreds of millions
of happy Amei·icans, his ear could catch something of
the swelling sounds of praise with which they recognized their great beneftictor. Was there no temptation
in the sight? Was there nothing within, which could
invite,-aye, command to make baste and seize the
magnificen L prize? Do you think that his hnnd did not
tingle to trace those words which should gleam on the
brow of the ages,-the fiat libet·tas of a new creation?
Had he no memories of the honored dead,-no inspiring hopes of joining, as an equal, their glorified ranks?
Had he not read those words of precious promise," Becarn,e ye did it to the least of these ye did it unto
me?" We may not believe it. Every impulse, every
temptation, every implied command which could have
addressed it:-;elf to any of his countrymen, had a voice
for him. But while he heard them, they did not mislead. Behind their lovely and alluring shapes, the
Nation reared its arn,tere but hallowed form. '' I am
your care, and I alone," it said in tones he could not
fail to hear. '· You and these sufferen; are mine." He
held bis hand. He waited and struggled on. He
1110,•ed yet awhile in the low grounds of expostulation,
but the day at length came when he ascended the
height. That glorions proclamation, whose fervid
breath melted the fetters from a million limbs, and
breathed," a soul under the ribs of Death," took life at
last. His spirit entered its immortal words, and his
hand,-the Land that free labor hnd dignified and
6
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fonned.-:-et to its majestic ntte:-:tation of God all(l man,
the now dea.th}e$s name of A1mA11,rn L1xcoLN ! 11ay we
not reverently feel that Cod looked upon all his work,
•· a111l it was Yery good?"
The most dangerous antagonist with wluch onr peculiar gystem had to contend, "as the fallacy of secession. It was no novelty to :Mr. Lincoln, nor liad he
failed to comprehen<l it perfectly: and he perceived at
once the advantage of exposing it to the popular eye,
in its absurdity as well as its malignity. It was not,
c~tsy to overturn what the ablc,t minds of the nation
had so carefully established. But in hii,, first message
to Congres:-. at its extra session, he undertook the task.
Addre:--.ing that body, his arguments and language were
brought to the level of his follow-countrymen. to whom
the} were really directed. A few vigorous stroke:-, a
fow pointed analogie:-:, a :,;hort but perfect application of
the "reductio ad absurdum," and the creature of perverted ingenuity stood exposed.
"It might seem, at fir:-:t thought," he say8, •• to be of
little cliJlerence whether the present movement at tlic
South be called Re<'ession, or rebellion. The movers,
however, unclcrstancl the difforencc. At the beginning,
they knew they could never rai,c their treason to an_y
respectable magnitude, by any name that impliei-; violation of law.''
'· They invented an ingeniouR i-ophism, which, if conceded, is followed by perfectly logical i-;teps to the complete tlcstr'\1ction of the Union.''
"With rebellion thus s11yar-coaled, they have been
drugging tho public mind of their ..:cction for more than
thirty years."
,: The Union is olclcr than the States.''
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"The States have their status in the Union, and they
have no other legal status."
"No one of them ever had a State constitution, independent of the Union."
"A power to destroy the government itself has never
been known as a governmental power."
"These politicians are not partial to that power which
made the Constitution, and speaks from the Preamble,
calling itself,' We, the People.'"
"The central idea of secession is the essence of
arn1rchy."
Such are but a few of the home thrusts which he
dealt, every one of which, an average American could
comprehend and feel. The intellects of a Marshall, a
Story and a Webster have exercised themselves with
triumph upon the same theme, but the quaint words of
this unlettered Yifestcrn lawyer, produced an effect
greater than they all.
There is no principle,-ancl there should be none,dearer to a free people than that of their personal liberty. Freemen, in all times, have clung to it as a right
too sacred to be limited in terms; and those time-honored
words, "habeas corpus," which, to the popular mind,
stand its all-powerful guardians, have acquired for them
a consecrated, but undefined meaning. The exigencies
of our conflict brought Mr. Lincoln into collision with
this sentiment, though, perhaps, never with the right;
and few measures of his administration have subjected
him to a fiercer onslaught than his suspension of that
writ. Whether his view of the constitution, as designating the department which should exercise the power,
in a given case, was right or wrong, is a point upon
which able men still differ. That the right to exercise
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it existed, none disputed at the time. That it was
necessary to exercise it, few, at this clay) dispute. That
no inj lll'Y to the liberties of the people was de8igned, is
universally allowed. That none has resulted is patent
to all. If the candid criticism of the future shall find
that .Jlr. Lincoln crrcrl, it will probably be in bis opinion, that the power could be <lelcgntc<l by him. But
this, if an error, he himself corrected; and throughout
hi:;; ·whole course, he ever l'eferred his conduct to Congress, and received its support and endorsement. He
helcl to the axiom that " The public safety is the highest
law;" he knew that public liberty demands, at times,
the subor<linntion of private liberty, and with what
adroitness anu point did he popularize the idea.
"I can no more be per:macled that th€' Government
can constitutionally take no strong measures in time of
rebellion, because it can be shown that the same could
not be lawfully taken in time of peace, than I can be
persunded thn.t a piirticular drug is not good medicine
for a sick mnn, because it can be shown not to be good
food for a well one." And ngain : when alluding to the
supposed risk that the public would acquire a relish for
arbitrary power, dangerous to its liberties, he doubts
that;, a man could contract so strong an appetite for
emetics, during temporary illness, as to persist in feeding on them during the remainder of his healthful life."
There are more elegant :figures, and there are weaker.
Without a trace of that personal ambition which can
trample un liberty while claiming to defend it; without
a single feeling of hostility to even the bitterest opponent; with a calm temper, which knew not the meaning of revenge; with a cool comage that never magnified danger~, and an habitual self-control, which gave
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an air almost of hesitancy to his cond uct,-his would
have been the last hand to deal a blow, wb.ether open
or covert, at the liberties of the humblest of the race.
It was because he died for those liberties that you weep
him now.
While dealing prominently with the active principles
of the rebellion, it should not be imagined that the
President overlooked any of the great national interests
confided to him. 11 he financial, industrial, and, e:-;pecially, the agricultural prospects of the country, were
objects of bis constant care, and of frequent and jndicious recommendations. In all the departments of
government, he had the aid of zealous and able men,men whom the country will ever delight to honor with
her grateful praise; but it belongs to his own credit, that,
while they all received his confidence and a chivalrous
support, not one of them was ever able to assume a
control over his intelligence or conduct, which col1ld
prejudice the one, or disparage the other. If we would
estimate this as we should, we need not look to the
Buckinghams and Butes, the Mazarins or Godoys, of
fonner times, or the Antonellis and Deolornys, of today; the short line of our own governmental history
will" Give ample room and Yerge enough,
The character to trace."

Towards foreign countries, Mr. Lincoln preserved a
deportment of which Americans may be proud, and for
which they can never be too grateful; for he defended
their true interests and dignity against the pleadings
of their own high spirit, the sting of unprovoked hostility, and the languor of drooping patriotism. Ameri-
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can in every fibre of his nature, he felt that if Liberty
triumphed, it must be by the hands of her own children,
and that those hands must be held from even defensive
wrong. It wa,; a perilous course through which he had
to guide. The single rib of steel which spanned Padalon's gulf was scarcely narrower, or reared over greater
<langers, but he sat unmoved :
.. Sleauy anu swift the self~movccl chariot went,
,vinning the long ascent,
Then clownwarcl rolling, gains the farther ~hore."

We must have moulted our memories, as the birds their
la:.;t year's feathers, if we have forgotten the perils of
the way. But the firmness of Lincoln and the genius
of Seward bore us through.
While the country was rejoicing over the captured
rebel emissnries iu the Trent, and England refusing to
aw,1it an explanation, brandished her club in our fn,ces,
and threatened us with wctr; it was not an easy task to
say to a high spirited people, " We have erred; we
must retrace our steps." Yet, he said it, ancl in such a
way that malice itself could not misinterpret the motive.
A world in arms could not move us from the right.
Our dignity withdrew us from the wrong. When that
same England, false to the accredited spirit of her stock,
was warm to the enemies of liberty, and icy to its friends;
when her leading journal poured out daily its taunts
and glad predictions of defeat, taxing its ingenuity to
malign our motives and falsify our achievements,-to
encourage our enemies and intimidate our friends,- to
destroy our credit, and grow rich by our sufferings;
when the p!rates that preyed upon our commerce issued
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from her port-:, completely fitted for their work, and
relurned from their dastardly rapine, to be applauded,
and to refit ; when every colony she owned was practically :-;hut to us, and open to our foes; and Canatln,
Au:-tralia, thP. Cape and the Atlantic I-.lands vied with
each other for her approval. by insult ancl outrage of
e,·e1·y Bort,-it would not hare been dillicult to 11nite
the people in a declaration of just ancl deadly war. But
it might have been om ruin. When FranC'e.emboldened
by our trials, advanced the banner of her Latin civilization, and defied the :-entiment of our race b_y the conquest of :Mexico, there were a, 1n·o,·ocatio11 and a danger
of the greatest magnitude; but our path "a~ carried
clear ol' both. :Nor were the people., of' the worl<l, nt
any moment, in doubt of what we meant or what we
were about. .Aristocracy and I>e:-potism paintccl the
picture as they wi-.hcd it, hut the common people removed the obscuring pigment, hy the alehemy o!' a
common interest and a. common a--piration. r,ntl rcacl
the outline as it was:. •r1tey felt for us, for they hoped
to enjoy with u:-:; and 1he me,;,;age-. of cheer which they
:sent to us acros:,; the water abide in our hearts. Popuhr sympathy ~Ir. Lincoln recognized with delight.
Foreign in,;ult ancl hostility he noted; but, for the time,
he pa:-sc<l them by. Foreign intervention he indignantly rcpulliatccl fi·om the fir.st. 'fhe value of this
:-crvice, time will reveal
A clo"°'c and thorough scrutiny of .Mr. Lincoln':,; acts
and ,rnrds will not fail to show him: to all coming time,
a-: one ol' the great men of the worlcl-onc of tho:-c hei1ws upon whom the :-acrecl :-ea}-. were !-CL '"That give
th~ worlcl m,:,;urnncc of a man.'' Great in his intellectual
compo;:ition for the uses nnd the a wliencc to whi<'h his
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mind was called to address itself, he was even greater
in the mornl. 'l'hc action of his mind w<ts easy, vigorous and remarkably direct. Always starting from
principles, a true and even subtle logic bore him to his
conclusions without divergence. If he disclosed the
processes, it was in a phraseology altogether distinctive
of the man, and which brought him close to the hearts
and intelligence of those whom he addressed, while a
play of homely humor, and touches of descriptive anecdote ancl illustration, brightened nnd deepened the impression. Strong common sense dominated over all,
but it mated with the keenest subtlety of thought, and
only prescribed the dress of a most natural and fitting
phrase. Ile was no scholar, in the technical sense,-no
orntor, beyond a limited range. For the flights of impassioned oratory, his emotional nature was too sluggish,
or too cart!fully repressed; but in tcnclerncss and pathos,
Itc felt his way to the heart with a success that genius
might envy. In his letters and speeches we sec no
striving nfter effoct for effoct's sake. It was not in his
nature. No man ever roRe to power in our country who
was so truly a reprci-entative American as he. Foreign
travel, an acquaintance with foreign languages and
manner:;, intercourse with the distinguished men of other
lands, one or the other, bad exercised an influence upon
most of our public men; but he was absolutely unaf..
focted by any. Society had not rubbed <lown the outline of his character to fit its own conventional moulcl.
His heart. his hopes, his tastes, his pursuits, hi:; affections,
and, perhaps, his prcjudicci;, had been those of the mass
of his fc11ow countrymen. His reasoning was adapting
itself to their minds while it was ,-haping itself in his
own. His imagery kept, company with theirR. IIis
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illustrnt,io1rn never outreached their memory and fanc,r.
His wit ancl humor had a home tone to their ear:-. He
allowed them to !-ee into him at all times, and they
recogni'.led a, man in i:;ub~tnnce like themselves. Ile
had met an<l conquered dilliculties as they had done,
ancl they saw, in hi'l grapple with new ones1 the sort of
struggle they would lrnve wished to put forth themselves. He was a trne man of the people, in the structure both of bocly and of mind.
But it w:u1 his moral nature that was his crown of
glory and of strength. Temperament undoubtedly did
much for him. It did much for his cheerfulness, his
tenderness of heart, his unru!lled and most blessed
temper; but it coul<l not have done all. There wa!S a
deeper spring fhat fed the benignity which knew no
bitterness to anybody. even to traitors and foes; which
repressed them a,s divine just ice would dictate, in a :;;pirit
of love to what is right, and of uncompromising opposition to tlie wrong. with a view lo repentance nnd
return. A mincl perfectly self.:-nrntainecl, bucause sustained by a principle of duty referred always to the\\ ill
anrl word of God, was his foundation stone, and it was
laid by the One who alone can lay it. That Heither
anger, nor envy, nor pride, nor petulance, nor di:-appointment,-that no misapplied virtuc,nor any vice, that
siurnlatecl virtue,-cver moved it from its scttle<l ba:se
was the labor, and is now the honor of his life. Whatever he ·wa:-, too, he wa:-, in the mid~t of myriad f'mharra:-smcn ts n nd novel ties; of' trying <l isasten,, alternating
with as trying succe:-s; of incessant labor, wntchfulne~s
and weariness; of factious opposition, ancl as f ctious
support; of misrepresentation and misconstruction; and
7
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yet without yielding, in a single instance, to anger, or
even to irritation.
A certain external dignity might have made his office
seem higher, without being so in the least, but the
assumption of it, in bis ordinary carriage, would have
maned the pleasant pictme he has left. We should
not have seen him as he truly was, accessible and equable to all, because kind, humane and excellent at heart.
We could not have looked within bis breast, as he so
often let us do, and taken comfort for onr own in the
gloomy days. It is true that the noble sentences of his
inaugurals, and messages, and proclamations; the tender
sublimity of his Gettysburg oration, which will live
while the language lives; the inspiring and prophetic
utterances of his later days,-these would still have
remained, and we might well thank God for the precious gift. But the man of our love and admiration, we
r,hould have missed.
He who fails to feel that God's h:md haR been over us
in the progress of our struggle, may also fail to see that
His was the selection of the man who led us. Ile gave
us the man for our wants, and left us to cliscove1· in him
the man of our desires. The nation nee<led him, but it
did not choose him, at first, from any perception of its
need. It looked for a ruler, but it got far more. If we
test his administration by its principles, it was upright;
if by its results, it was eminently successful; if by its
influences, it was elevating. Yet it was an administration which found us united upon its merits only at its
close. Then his true value stood revealed; and then,
a grateful people paid its tribute of approbation by
electing him its ruler for a second term.
1t was well Haid of Washington, that "he changed
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mankind's ideas of political greatness." And it might
be said, with equal truth, of Abraham Lincoln. He carried still flll'ther the change which that venerated man
began, and lifted the jurlgments of mankind to a higher
level. Yet, what greatness and power does not that
praise aRsert. Is it so small a work? While a Cre1-ar,
a Bonaparte, a Cromwell, and a Washington alike receive onr praise, can it be said that we have yet learned
what real political greatness is? We are, however,
learning it; and tha.t we are, is in large measure, the
work of him who has gone. God has set the seal of
success to principles and prn.cticeR which, henceforth, we
may not dare to underrate. The man of the people ha,taughi the people how to estimate themselves and him.
lie has lifted for their admiration, truth aucl candor,
Himplicit_v and charity, the grnce,- of Hou! befot·e the
accomplishments of mind ; awl hai-; drawn them back
through the luminous pathway of those virtues to tbe
eternal principles which glorify them all. He purged
om· vision until the eye, wltich CVlrn brilliant vice could
once dazzle, can now look into the pure, bright light of
virtue, and grow· stronger. And this he has done. not
amid the tranquillity of peace, but the fire and blood
of a fearful civil war. Great armiei:; swept over the
land. Great navies scourged the sea. The energies of
a gigantic race strained in the conflict. lt gave it:,;
treasure, its valor, its skill,-and he directed all. It was
repulsed, and he encouraged and planned anew. It was
victorious, and he applauded. It conquered, and he
i::ecured the conquest. It suffered, and he pitied and
consoled. It wept its dead, and he wept them with it.
It praised him, and he turned its praises to themselves,to the soldier, the sailor, the toiling mother, the self-
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sacrificing wife, the steadfast living, the honorable dead.
It abused him, and he was silent; bnt heart, and band,
and head kept on their fearless and protective work.
And what results for the future wai-; he not preparing?
He was liberating the intellect as well as the bodies of
a race. He was making the freedom of the world,of all men in all climes,-henceforth a certainty. He
was <lissol ving the bonds he tween the falsehoods and
iniquities of the old and new worlds. He was teaching
a lesson to tyrants a,nd emancipators alike. Commanding armies such as the world never saw before, he was
binding all their glories to the cause of civil liberty.
Controlling treasure almost boundles1=:, he was tmcor
rupted and uncorrupting.
While we reflect upon this, and while our grief tnkes
fresh bitterness from the thought of what he might have
con tinned to be to us, let us not overlook the glory with
v.'hich a gracious Goel vouchsafed to crnwn his many
excellencies during his life,-the glory that our eyes
have already seen. Ifa":; administration "was sown in
wealrnesi-;, but it was rai:,:;ecl in power." It bcgnn in
whispering fear; it ended in exulting proans. Yet its
weakness was even, at first, more apparent than real.
Behind him was the exhaustles:-; strength of the North
and West. At his side, and waiting for his ,vorcl, were
those brave and able men, like him self-dedicated to
their country,-tha.t illrn,Lrious band,-the wreaths for
whose Jiving brows, and the chaplets for whose dead,
the Nation alone must weave. Victors and martyrs for
the Union, no State can henceforth single out her own,
but each shall find its repre:;entative in all. Those
majestic words of the latest H ebrew prophet seem to
come to me with a meaning for these times : "Prove
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me now, saith the Lord of Hosts, if I will not open you
the windows of Heaven, and pour you out a blessing
that there shall not be room enough to receive it."
·They proved him with the costliest offering,-the offt'lring of self,-and the blessing ca.me. Port Royal, and
Hatteras, and Newbern, and Roanoke, and New Orleans,
Columbus and Island No. 10, and Vicksburg, and Knoxville, and Chattanooga, and Atlanta, and Savannah, and
Charleston, and Richmond. These are the gems which
heaven-sent Victory dropped from her tiara as she
moved across the continent. Clinging forever to om
now consecrated flag, they shall ·shine along its stripes,
and give new brightness to its undiminished stars. He
saw them set in its glorious field and gleaming in its
folds. Victory paused before his eye, and waved her
broad wings over all the land, in tremulous benedic.:tion.
The flag of Sumter was restored while he lived. The
foundation army of the rebellion surrendered to the
army of which he was Commander-in-chief. Ilis own
foot had trod the capital of treason, and his own ear
had heard the simple blessings of the race which God:
through him, had freed. On land and on sea the Union
was triumphant, and to his vision peace and prosperity
were already near. It was a closer view than that from
Pi:;;gah's top, and a grander. God, in mercy, permitted
it to the eye which was so soon to close in death, and
his own tongue has confessed its blessedness and peace.
"Vero jelix non vitre tantum claritate sed etiarn oppor-

tunitate m01·tis."

But the end was at hand. At the very moment
when all is joy and exultation,-when the hearts of all
beat strong, and the nation stretches out its hand to the
repentant and returning,-the demon of Slavery strikes
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its expiring blow. With hell in his heart and fm,tian
on his lips, the ruffian representative of this hideous
iniquity springs upon the scene, and fires the fatal shot ,
which opens for Abraham Lincoln the abodes of enduring blesseclnes$; for himself, the caverns of despair.
How terrible the blow! IIow nwfol the shock!
Faith alone remains unparalysecl ; but is not faith our
vital principle? Is not faith his best memorial?
My fellow-citizern=1, is it the death of a man that we
lament, or the sin of a man that we condemn? It
seems to me that we shall perceive but little of the
awful truth, if we think so. Southern secession, Southern barbarism, but, first of all, Southern shtvery,-and
Northern sympathy with all or any of them,-these are
the felons for our judgment; the spirit of liberty and
law, the destiny of man, and the will of God,-thesc
are what were assailed. These clothed themselves in
the forms of the noble victim, and of his ignoble assassin. Iligh bred men, and delicate women, who have
not blushed to praise and cherish this malignant institution,-who have rated its merchandise as of more
worth than family purity, and national life, and human
progress,-may startle at the thought, that in their
souls could lurk one seed of that which flowered in
assassination. But let them look more closely. Even
in that cultured soil may have been the rootlets of this
poison-plant. The crime of murder lay folded in the
crime of slavery, and he who cherished the one bas,
unknowingly it may be, reared the other. The picture
is even more appalling so, but we must not shut our
eyes. We owe it to the destinies of our race; we owe
it to the character and memory of the dead; we owe it
to our own moral sense, if we would not see it palsied
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forever; we owe it to the majesty of the law for which
so many of our brethren have fought, and starved, and
<lied,-to look through the agents in this crime, to its
guiltier principal; and to let righteousness be the
plummet of our judgment.
Let us not be too solicitous about the law, and its
retributions. Let us not strive to influence the utterances of that majestic spirit, '' whose seat," we say, is
the bosom of God, her voice the harmony of the world."
Iler judgments and her sentences will be carried out
on1y so far as the public sentiment permit. Let us
rather clarify the portion which we ourselves contribute
to that sentiment. Let us see to it, that in our minds,
treason is not suffered to be the synonym for heroism
in defence; nor rebellion, for difference in political
opinion; nor slavery for anything but f;in. Let us see
that justice is meted, in our own estimates and opinions,
to the high as well as to the low,-the justice of disapproval, of degradation, of infamy, if such be called for;
and let it settle on the leaders and the gentlemen of
crime, and ou them most heavily; or else, let us hide our
faces before the prii.;oned thief, and sentenced murderer.
L~t us set up the true stflndard within our ::;ouls, and
then '' with malice towards none, willt clwri(y for .all, with
firmness in the rigl1t as God gives us to see tlie rigltt, let us
strive on to finish the work we are in."
·
"He mourns the Dead who lives as they desire," is
truth, in poetry.
This mighty nation has mourned the illustrious dead
with the foll outpourings of spontaneous sorrow. The
tonei:; of its lamentntion have reached across the earth,
and have waked responsive echoes from its farthest borders. Never, i:;ince Creation'R dawn, did such univenml
{<
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grief attend the death of one man. None coulrl indifferently observe where all were mourners. We still regard
the sublime scene with awe. But our mourning cannot
end here. In the imperfect sketch which I have presented of this great and good man, I have failed entirely,
if I have left it nece:-;:,m.ry still to point out the virtues
which invite the imitn,tion of our people. We find them
in his life. Let us then live as he lived-as he would
have had us live. With God's will for our guide, and
our country's welfare our aim, let the virtues of our beloved President be the pilot.-; and attendants of our
course. Let our patriotism be not i:-o much that which
asserts, as that which demonstrates itself. Let our
courage be not that which defies, but that which sustains and disarms opposition. Let our constancy be
not the parasite of prosperity, but the living outgrowth
of deep rooted faith. Let our firmness be not that of
the rock which repels, but rather, that of the sturdy
pine, which bends responsive to the varying breezes
which move but cannot overturn it. Let us Lelieve less
in what men style the destiny of nations, of races, of
men; and more in the destiny of principles and truths.
Let us move in that path which the beams of conscience
and reason may combine to illumine, and so move, as
men who acknowledge that the greatness of their nation
and its libeL·ties arc a sacred trnst committed to them for
the welfare of mankind. Let the American nation lay
deep the solid corner stone of right, and upon that foundation let it rear to the memory of Abraham Lincoln the
noble::;t monument it can-the monument of an imitated exmnple.
Illum, "adrniratio11e potius quam temporalibus laudibus, et si nalura suppeditet, etiam wmulrdi.rme decoremus."
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